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Robert Rossi

Address
6 Tighe Street CLOVERDALE 6105

Date Completed
23/11/2022 10:22

Initial Note
Items dumped at 6 Tighe St, Cloverdale on private property.
Name : Deb Sessions Postal Address : Civic Building E-Mail Address :
crsessions@belmont.wa.gov.au The building exit just off the function room has no light until you
get to the door at the bottom of the steps. It has never worked (whilst I have been on Council)
and is very dark. Photo attached, although it was still light outside when I took it. Can this be
looked at and the light sensor fixed/adjusted.
The foreshore path in Rivervale appears to have subsided as a result of the sweeper driving
along it.

Status
Completed
Completed

Date
23/11/2022 10:22
16/11/2022 11:42

Note
An update has been provided on request number 116331, this request is closed
Work order was sent to the contractor. The sensor was fixed and the light is now working.

In Progress

14/11/2022 16:25

A very large area of over-grown dried grass. At least one resident claims there is a snake
inhabiting the area. There are also tyres and other things being dumped there. Can the owners
please be asked to mow and clean the block up.
A very large area of over-grown dried grass. At least one resident claims there is a snake
inhabiting the area. There are also tyres and other things being dumped there. Can the owners
please be asked to mow and clean the block up.
A very large area of over-grown dried grass. At least one resident claims there is a snake
inhabiting the area. There are also tyres and other things being dumped there. Can the owners
please be asked to mow and clean the block up.
Name : Robert Rossi Postal Address : Corner block at Grand Parade and Epsom
Ave Redcliffe (3 Grand Parade?) E-Mail Address : crrossi@belmont.wa.gov.au the empty
block belonging to council is slowly being filled with junk. dumping's are occurring regularly,
needs urgent clean up and temporary camera surveillance
Name : Deb Sessions Postal Address : Unit 7, 55 Armadale Rd E-Mail Address
: crsessions@belmont.wa.gov.au Resident Nicole lives at Unit 7 and has mental health
conditions requiring medication. According to Police/Homeswest/Bentley Hospital she often
stops taking it. This results in disruptive behaviour that usually includes shouting and swearing
loudly from 5-6am until 9-10pm daily. This is very distressing (I've witnessed it multiple times
myself) and have received several calls from residents now. I have asked them to report to
Cassie Rowe and Police and HomesWest but can this address please be flagged when Officers
next meet with dept of Housing? Thanks

In Progress

23/11/2022 10:20

The footpath has been replaced previously and the current condition is most likely due to slight
movement in the bank and not due to sweeping activity. This section of footpath will require
further investigation.
All properties have been inspected. They are owned by the same people. Letters have been
sent and this property has been added to the Fire Hazard list.
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All properties have been inspected. They are owned by the same people. Letters have been
sent and this property has been added to the Fire Hazard list.

In Progress

23/11/2022 10:20

All properties have been inspected. They are owned by the same people. Letters have been
sent and this property has been added to the Fire Hazard list.

Completed

28/10/2022 11:25

The City would not consider temporary or permanent cameras in this location as it fails to meet
normal criteria and the issues raised are of a minor nature.

Completed

26/10/2022 10:36

The City has little influence over such a sensitive and difficult matter however the matter will be
raised with the Department of Communities for them to take whatever action is practical and
appropriate. Following this an email was sent to the Department of Communities bringing this
matter to their attention for them to take any action that they may be able to take to manage
their tenant.

Attended site 20 October- No obvious signs of hooning activity or damage noted. Some tyre
marks on fenced off seeded sections, these appear to be old tyre marks from work vehicles
and have not caused damage. Parks will continue to monitor the area and liaise with Public
Transport Authority (PTA) if necessary if issues arise.
Attended the site this morning and resident has repaired their fence.

20/10/2022 12:51

The public open space on Central Avenue, Redcliffe adjacent to the train station has been used No Action Required
for hooning activities and is damaged. Thanks Cr Ryan

28/10/2022 11:30

124 Bulong Avenue REDCLIFFE 6104

23/11/2022 8:59

23/11/2022 8:58

67 Belgravia Street BELMONT 6104

22/11/2022 16:57

Neighbour at 106 Central Avenue has been complianing about the rear fence at 124 Bulong
Completed
Avenue, Redcliffe which is down. This fence adjoins public open space on Central Avenue and
parts of the fence are on the parkland. This is an eyesore. Can this be investigated. Thanks Cr
Ryan
Name : Robert Rossi Postal Address : Belgravia Estate, Belmont E-Mail Address
Completed
: crrossi@belmont.wa.gov.au Could rangers monitor the parking in the Belgravia Estate,
especially after hours for cars parking on footpaths or near corners, and monitor the parking
from the drycleaning business.

22/11/2022 16:55

Rangers have patroled this location for all most five weeks and issued a total of five
infringements and one warning for illegal parking. No issues sighted in the last few weeks of
patrols, job is to be closed and Rangers will continue to patrol through this location.

